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11. Abstract

II. Abstract
This paper describes a new neural network based control scheme for the quartz-glass tube
production process at the Philips plant in Winschoten (Netherlands). Neural networks are
k e d for the-identification of the inverse non-linear dynamics of the process. With these
inverse dynamic neural models a feedforward controi combined with a PI feedback is
designed. By simulation, the performance of this new control scheme will be compared to
the performance of the Internal Model Control (IMC) scheme, which is used in the
production process of today. By simulation it is shown that the new control scheme is
more suitable €or control of the process than the IMC scheme with respect to the nonlinear dynamics of the process, but validity of this new control scheme under process
conditions is subject for further research.
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1. Introduction

1. Introduction
The goal of this research project is to improve the control scheme for a quartz-glass tube
production process at the Philips plant in Winschoten (Netherlands), with the use of
available means to avoid extra costs.
First, a short description of the quartz-glass production process is given. After that the
control problem is explained and a description of the existing control scheme is given. This
introduction ends with an outline of issues to improve and an explanation why neural
networks are thought to be suitable for this purpose.
1.1. The quartzglass tube production process

Here below a diagram of the quzirtz-glass production process is given:
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figure 1: The quartz-glass tube production process

The melting vessel is filled with raw quartz-glass material from the reservoir. In this vessel
the quartz-glass is melted and this melted glass flows through the shaping part of the
vessel. In this shaping part, the tube is blown up from inside with gas from a tube mandril
stuck through the shaping part. At the end of the line a drawing machine is positioned to
regulate the speed of the glass tube. This tube is characterised by two dimensions: the
average wall thickness and the average tube diameter. which are the measured outputs of
the process.
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The process parameters that directly affect the shaping of the glass tube are:
the mandril (gas) pressure
- the drawing speed
- the power applied to melt the glass
- the pressure in the melting vessel
- the composition of raw materials

-

The mandril pressure and the drawing speed have the most direct effect on the shaping of
the glass tube, and therefore these parameters are used as control inputs of the process.
The other parameters have a very small bandwidth (power, composition of raw materials)
or have such extremely large delay times involved (power, melting vessel pressure,
composition of raw materials), that these are not suitable as control inputs.
The process therefore is characterised by two inputs: the mandril pressure and the drawing
speed, and two outputs: the wall thickness and the tube diameter.
1.2. The control problem

Both inputs influence both outputs: an increase in mandril pressure (ui) results in an
increase of the tube diameter and a decrease in wall thickness, an increase in drawing
speed (u2) results in a decrease in both the tube diameter and wall thickness. So this is a
highly interactive system (see figure 2). To obtain a controllable system, a decoupling of
the input-output transfers has to be achieved.
Another problem lays in the variety of glass tubes this process has to produce: the wall
thickness (yl) and tube diameter (y21 combinations can vary within a certain range:

t

-

Y1

figure 2: The process area

Figure 2 shows in a simplified form the range of products. The bounds of this process area
depend on physical boundaries which will not be discussed here.
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A change in the size of the glass tubes to be produced incorporate a change in the dynamic
behaviour of the system. This is easy to see: the influence of a change in mandril pressure
on the size of the glass tube decreases with an increase in tube diameter because of more
gas-leakage through the tube itself.
Moreover, the process can be operated at different temperatures. With a change in process
temperature the dynamic characteristics of the melted quartz glass change, which is
another nonlinearity in the system.
And finally, the process incorporates several time delays. For example the delay due to
measuring not directly at the shaping part of the vessel. This is done because of the high
temperature at that point, which is to high for the measuring hardware. Another delay is
introduced by the difference in the point at which the drawing is executed and the point at
which the measuring is executed. This results in output delays. Also when the gas pressure
is changed at the top of the vessel, the effects of this change are noticed later due to the
transportation time needed for the gas to move from top to bottom of the vessel. This
results in an input delay.
So far the control problems. In résumé: we have to deal with a multivariable, highly
interactive non-linear process with time delays.
1.3. The present control scheme
The control scheme used today is called Internal Model Control (Backx and Damen,
[2,3]). This control scheme will be discussed in detail in paragraph 3.2, but for
understanding the idea of using neural networks in a new control scheme a short
explanation of this IMC-method and its weaknesses follows.
....................................

feedback

.....................................

figure 3: Internal Model Control

As showed in the diagram above, the control system consists of two parts.
Firstly, a feedforward control system to modify the process dynamics. This feedfonvard
control system consists of a state-feedback controller which is calculated for an identified
linear state-space model of the process. The control input of this model is fed into the
process, which will have the same output response as the controlled model if this model is
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a perfect description of all process dynamics. A major advantage of this method is that the
state of the model is instantly available independent of the delayed output and therefore a
fast dynamic compensation can be achieved.

The second part of the contra! systeem co~sistscf 2 feedback-loop to rippïess the
disturbances at the output of the process. These disturbances can be devided into
measurement noise and disturbances because of model errors: a linearized simulation
model is used for a non-linear process. The IMC scheme is robust for some model errors
due to linearization, but to cover the whole process area as described in figure 2, five
linearized models are used. The process area therefore is divided in five parts, for each of
which a different model, linearized at a different operating point, is used in the controller.
This is illustrated by the following figure:

Y2

t

-

Y1

figure 4: Five operating points and process area parts

1.4. Issues to improve
The weakness of this control scheme lays in the use of these five different models. When
production asks a change in product over the boundaries of two or more process area
parts, a new model has to be loaded into the controller, which results in a large
changeover time in which no production is possible.
The idea was born to use a neural network model in this control scheme. If it is possible to
identify the process with only one non-linear neural network model, a controller may be
developed that covers the whole process area.
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2. Neural networks in dynamic modelling
The goal is to identify a dynamic model of the process characteristics covering the whole
process area as descrïied in paragraph i .2.
The idea is to use the data obtained from measurements in the five operating points
simultaneously for training a non-linear neural network. It is expected that the
interpolating capacity of the neural network results in a model also suitable for use in
between these five initial operating points. For this research project, five linearized models
describing the linearized dynamics in these operating points were made available by Philips
PDLC. These models are lZth order [2x2] M M O state-space models. The models are
used to simulate the process. With these models, datasets can be generated for use in
training of neural networks. This to simulate black-box identification, which is the case
when measurements of the real process are to be used in the end.
In this chapter, two types of dynamic neural network models are described: prediction
models and simulation models. For an introduction to neural networks is referred to
appendix A. 1.

2.1. Prediction models

figure 5: Prediction model

A prediction model predicts the value of the future output of a dynamic system at a given
input and measured output. The measured output consists of the time-history of the
output up to a number of time-samples depending on the order of the model to identify.
The use of time-history samples of the process output in this model can be seen as the
'state' of the neural network model. For instance: to identify a 2ndorder model, 3 timehistory samples of the output are needed to calculate the 2ndorder derivative:
y[k]

Y W I - Y[k - 11
At

; y[k]z

Ytkl - YEk - 11 - YCkl - 2yW - 11+YEk - 21
At
At2

y[k] = kthoutput sample
At = sample time = l/sample frequency
The sample frequency has to be chosen high enough to achieve a good approximation of
the derivatives: at least ten times the bandwidth of the dynamic system (Shannon).
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In the 12fhorder [2x2] MIMO case the following neural network structure to identify the
linearized dynamics in one operating point can be made (the 12thorder state is devided
into two 6" order states of both outputs):

ul[k]
u2[k]
yl[k-11
yl[k-61
y2[k-1]
y2[k-6]

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-e.

WI
*:

0
0
I

0
0
I

bl

b2

w2

YUkI
y2[k]

x[k] = kfhsample of x
0 = linear function neuron
W1= weight matrix between the first (= input) layer and the second (= hidden) layer
bl = bias vector of the second (=hidden) layer
W2 = weight matrix between the second (= hidden) layer and the third (= output) layer
b2 = bias vector of the third (= output) layer
This neural network structure equals the following discrete description of the transfers:

with a,, bv,ciand dias linear parameters to be identified.
The input layer consists of a 1-on-1 put through of the inputs.
This network consists only of linear neurons. In that case the hidden layer is redundant.
For a neural network model suitable for training the dynamics in all five operating points
the hidden layer neurons are replaced by non-linear sigmoid function neurons to cover the
non-linearity's between these operating point dynamics. Also the number of neurons in this
layer has to be increased in that case, because of the increased complexity of the data to be
fitted. The number of neurons needed to achieve a good fit can only be found by trial and
error. It is recommended to start with a small number of neurons. If the result is poor:
increase the number. When started with a large amount of neurons, poor convergence in
optimisation is the result. And when the input-output dataset to be fitted contains noise as
in a measurement dataset, a network with too many neurons will fit this noise, which
results in a poor dynamic model.
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The output layer of the network in this case always consists of linear neurons. This is
because the output of a sigmoid function neuron lays between -1 and 1 (see figure 6.),
which must be scaled to a range that covers the output dataset, because this output dataset
not necessarily lays in the range of - 1 to 1.
By training, the network weights and biases are adjusted to fit a batch of input samples on
a batch of output samples. For a [2x2] MIMO input-output dataset of N samples the
batches for use in training of a network as described above are formed as follows:

P=

;T=

P = input batch matrix
T = output batch matrix
With:

ul[k] = kthsample of the first input, u2[k] = kth sample of the second input
yl[k] = kthsample of the first output, y2[k] = krhsample of the second output

When learning the dynamics in two or more operating points, separate batches are formed
for these operating point datasets and these batches are placed behind one another to form
one big batch that covers all operating point dynamics:
= [q..
.I 41.. .I

e
L
J
t

4=

pn]

;

T,, = [TI. ..I

TI.. .I T,]

input batch matrix that contains the datasamples from operating point i

= output batch matrix that contains the datasamples from operating point i

n = number of operating points

The adjustment of weights and biases is an iterative process. Each iteration is called an
epoch. The total number of epochs needed to achieve good convergence to a solution is
dependent on which optimisation algorithm is used. In this research project the
Levenberg-Marquard optimisation algorithm, implemented in Matlab [SI by Bouwman [4],
is used. A description of this method will not be given here and can be found in Scales [6].
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The advantage of predictive neural network modelling is that it is easy to implement and
training is relatively simple.
A disadvantage of predictive neural network models is that measured time-history samples
of the process output are needed at the input of the network. In case of systems with
prcducticn process, this xe2m th2t the
~ u ptime-delays,
t
as &beqtrwtz-g!ass
prediction can be made only one step ahead of the delay. In case this time delay is
relatively large in comparison to the bandwidth of the process, the use of such a model in a
dynamic compensation feedback-loop causes considerable loss of bandwidth of this loop
(the control action than only can be taken for frequencies lower than 1/(2x~d),Td = delaytime, to avoid instabilities). The advantage of IMC, a dynamic compensation feedback
loop independent of time-delays, is lost.

So, to achieve a dynamic compensation independent of time-delays, a simulation model as
in IMC is needed.

2.2.Simuiation modeis
In a simulation neural network model, the time-history samples of the output needed at the
input are fed back from the output of the neural network itself:

Process

c

figure 6 : Simulation model

In this case, no measurements of the process itself are needed; the neural network model
in this case creates its own 'state'.
However, the problem with simulation neural network models is the training of such
networks. Up till now, no simulation neural network model could be trained of such
complexity that the [2x2] MIMO dynamic behaviour of the process in even one operating
point can be simulated. Because of the recurrent structure of the network it is very
difficult to achieve convergence in training. Also it is very difficult to prove stability of
such neural network models.
The original idea of replacing the linearized models by one non-linear model in the IMC
scheme therefore cannot be realised yet. Therefore, a different control design is needed to
deal with the quartz-glass tube production process.
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3. Control with inverse models
As explained in paragraph 1.Z., the control system has to deal with time-delays in the
pïocess. To avoid these time-delays, feedforward control can be used, as in the M C
scheme. This IMC scheme also uses a static inverse of the controlled model to achieve a
decoupling of the outputs. In a new control scheme these two parts of the IMC scheme
can be combined in a feedforward control using a (non-linear) inverse model of the
process. The idea is to achieve a unity transfer from a wanted output (the reference
trajectory), via an inverse model of the M M O process, to the process output:

.

r

figure 7: Feedforwardcontrol with inverse model

In that case: H p H p i,,v = I

*

y , = yref

The advantages of this control scheme are:
off-line identification of the inverse model, and
easy implementation, because a prediction model can be used.
In the following three paragraphs, three approaches of control with inverse models will be
explained firstly a feedforward control scheme using a non-linear inverse static neural
network model of the process, secondly the IMC scheme and thirdly, a feedforward
control scheme using a non-linear inverse dynamic neural network model of the process.
The discussion of these control schemes is in ascending order of dynamic compensation in
the feedforward control of the process.

3. Control with inverse models

3.1. Inverse static neural model control (ISNMC)
The following diagram shows the ISNMC structure:

Yref

+

Reference

Sum

QmlJt
Sub

PI - J
Controller

HP

-+I

Yp

1

Process
Inverse static
non-tinear neural
network model

figure 8: Inverse static neural model control (ISNMC)

The goal of this control scheme is to achieve a static decoupling of the outputs for the
whole process area using a non-linear inverse static neural network model of the process.
First the principle of the control scheme will be discussed; how to identifj the neural
network model will be discussed later in this paragraph.
Because a static model is used, dynamic compensation must be achieved by two extra
actions. First the choice of reference trajectory is one to consider. When this reference
trajectory is chosen as a smooth transition between two operating points, this will result in
a smooth input signal which is formed by the static inverse model. This model scales this
reference trajectory at each time-sample to the static value of the accompanying input. The
bandwidth of this reference trajectory may not exceed the bandwidth of the process itself,
otherwise the process cannot respond fast enough to this signal. An easy way to achieve a
reference trajectory is to choose a first order step response within the bandwidth of the
process.
By choosing such a reference trajectory, the original step response of the process will be
smoothed, but still no real dynamic compensation is achieved. This can be done by
creating a feedback-loop incorporating a PI controller, for the error on the output of the
process with respect to the reference trajectory. This feedback-loop will compensate for
possible static model errors and for unmodelled dynamics. The problem however is, that
the process is non-linear and the feedback-loop incorporates the time-delays of the
process, which strongly influences the performance of the PI controller. Because a strong
PI action can cause instability in this loop, a relatively 'light' PI action must be used. This
results in a small compensation of the process dynamics, which shows in a bad dynamic
decoupling of the outputs. Therefore a better control strategy to deal with this dynamic
compensation must be found.
But still some fairly nice results can be achieved. These will be shown in paragraph 4.1.
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To achieve this control scheme a non-linear inverse static model of the process is needed.
Before identification of such a model is explained, first the process must be defined. As
mentioned in paragraph 2.1, five models made available by Philips PDLC are used to
simulate the process. These models are normalised discrete state-space models
conesponding with the linearized dy~awicsin five operating pints. Also five
measurement datasets are available from which these models were identified by using the
identification method of B a c k [i]. The problem however with normalised models is that
the reference point of each model is the same, which does not correspond to reality in
which all five models have different references, namely the five operating points in the
process area. Therefore all models only are valid for a different range of wall-thickness
and diameter combinations. To simulate the process area with these normalised models,
for each model a different reference has to be introduced. To do so, the statics of these
models are considered at different fictional output ranges. For two models this can be
done as follows: calculate for different input combinations the static output values of each
model. By this, the different models generate different output combinations. This simulates
the different (fictional) process area parts in which these models are valid, which is shown
in the following figure:

figure 9: Fictional process area parts

-

Y1

This means in simulation, that the different statics only can be validated on the range in
which they are modelled.
Here follows an example of how to identify an inverse static neural network model for two
(fictional) operating points:

First generate with model 1 for the 8 1 input combinations
-1 5 U l m d l I 1
(stepsize 0.25),
-1 5 u2,,, 5 1
the static output combinations [71,,,172,,,].
This results in two input vectors
Ul,, and UZ,, and two output vectors j2,,, and 72,,, ,representing the statics of
model 1 in a range of input values.

Now do the same with model 2, but choose the input combinations in a different range:
2 Iulmd25 4
(stepsize 0.25).
for example
2 5 u2,,d2 I 4
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and U2mod2and two output vectors
This results in two different input vectors El,,,
Yl,,
and y2mod2,
representing the statics of model 2.
The input batch matrix for training the inverse static neural network can than be formed as
follows:
=

[

!Andl

Y’rndi

7’rn,2
y’md2

1

,and the accompanying output batch matrix than looks like this:

With these batch matrices a non-linear network can be trained which fits the static values
of the outputs of two models on the accompanying inputs. The resulting neural network
has become the inverse static model of the simulated process in the defined input-output
ranges. Figure 10 shows the result of the identification of the static values of input ul:
Identdication of inpui 1, qieraIing point 1 and 2

o

20

40
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100

120

140

160

180

camp!-

figure 1 0 Identification of process static input values in two operating points

In appendix 8 . 2 this identification is illustrated with some more figures.
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3.2.Internal Model Control (IMC)
The IMC scheme as implemented at the quartz-glass tube production plant in Winschoten
originates from the following idei. Consider the following system:

figure ll: Process with parallel model

An identified model H m runs parallel to a process HpAssuming that this model is a perfect
representation of the process dynamics (Hm= Hp),this system reduces to (model error
assumed to be absent):

figure 12: Reduced system

Now perfect reference tracking can be achieved when Q is designed as Q = H i 1= HL'.
However, when inverting H,, all poles become zeros and vice versa. So for a nonminimumphase Hm this cannot be done, because Hm-'in this case will become unstable:

s-b
e.g.: H,,,
=-

s+a

;a,b>O 3

s+a

Hi'=-

3

s-b

unstable.

Also, on physical grounds every transfer equals O for O + 00, so no dynamic system can
be inverted for unlimited bandwidth.
To avoid all this, Q is designed as the static inverse of H,. With this, a static decoupling
from yrefto ypis achieved. (Still in case H, = Hp).
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To come to the final IMC structure, an adjustment is made to the system:

figure 13: State-feedback on model

Apart from the state-feedback on H m , this system is the same as in figure 11.
The state-feedback is designed on the model to improve the dynamics of this model by
poleplacing. By this, the dynamics of the controlled model are adjusted to a 2ndor 3rd
order behaviour.
The control input of the model is also fed into the process, which will behave exactly as
the controlled model in case Hm = H,. Transfer function Q* now is the static inverse of the
controlled model.
In real life, the model H m is not perfect and because of that, yp will differ a little from y,,,.
To keep this control scheme robust for some of these unmodelled dynamics a robust filter
F is needed to avoid instabilities due to the time-delays of the process: frequencies higher
than 1/(2x~d),where z d = delay-time, can cause instability in the system.
A final addition to the control structure is one to suppress additional disturbances on the
process output, like measurement noise or drift due to changing process parameters. To
accomplish this, an additional PI action is introduced on the difference between the
reference and the process output.
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The complete IMC scheme becomes:

figure 14: Internal Model Control (IMC)as used today

All these adjustments influence each other, so a careful design strategy must be followed
to avoid bad performance. A detailed design method can be found in [7].
In simulation, the process is simulated by the identified model, so in that case indeed
H, = H,. Results of this simulation can be found in paragraph 4.2.

3.3. Inverse dynamic neural model control (IDNMC)
The structure of the IDNMC scheme is shown in the following diagram:
r

HP

Reference
output

Sub

Sum

Inverse dynamic
non-linear neural
network model PI
Controiler

-

Process

Process

output

*d

figure 15: Inverse dynamic neural model control (IDNMC)

The IDNMC scheme uses a non-linear inverse dynamic neural network model for
feedforward control of the process. By doing so, a dynamic decoupling of the outputs is
achieved. Here also a PI feedback-loop is introduced to compensate for possible
irregularities, which cause an error on the process output with respect to the reference
trajectory, in the inverse model.
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This PI-action must be chosen 'light', to avoid instabilities in the feedback-loop, as
discussed in paragraph 3.1. In this feedback-loop a static inverse model is used for
decoupling, to keep the order of this loop low.

Fer modelling the inverse dyr,mics of the pracess, afi ass~mptionon the oïdeï of the
dynamics has to be made. Because the process in this research project is simulated by 12"
order [2x2] discrete state-space models, the choice of the network order (+the 'states'
mentioned in paragraph 2.2) is made as follows:
Consider the following transfers in the [2x2] system:

u1

u2
figure 16:MIMO transfers

The 12'horder dynamics can be separated in four 6'horder SISO transfers Hll(z), H21(z),
H12(z) and Hz~(z).
The assumption is made that every transfer [ul,u2] +yi of 12" order
can be devided into two 6'h order SISO transfers. This is an arbitrary choice.
With a neural network the inverse of these transfers will be modelled, which results in the
following description of the inverse M M O dynamics:

This results in the following network structure:

YUkI
Y2WI
yl[k-11

0
0
0
0

yl[k-61
y2[k-1]

0

w1

0
0

y2rk-61

.*.

0

*:

f
i
f
I

w2

0

ul[k]

0

u2[k]

I

b2

bl
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x[k] = kthsample of x

0 = linear function neuron

f

= nonlinear (sigmoid) function neuron

-_-

Wl =
bl =
W2=
b2 =

weight matrix between the input layer and the hidden layer
bias vector of the hidden layer
weight matrix between the hidden layer and the output layer
bias vector of the output layer

The input and output batches used for training this network now must contain dynamic
information about the system. Therefore a dataset is generated containing the dynamic
behaviour of the process. This is done again by using the available models. To simulate the
process area, these models are evaluated again in different output ranges, just as in
paragraph 3.1. Now, not only the static information of the models is considered within a
certain range, but also the dynamics. With this has to be taken in to account that the
bandwidth of the signals must lay within the bandwidth of the process, because the inverse
model only may perform within this bandwidth to avoid instability.
To achieve this, a filtered random input signal is generated in the following ranges for two
models:

-1 I
Ulmodl I 1
-1 I U2md15 1
2 Idmd2
I 4
model 2:
I 4
2 I u2,,,
model 1:

This results, after exiting the models with these input signals, in four output signals
Ylm,ï
Y2m,i y L d 2 and y2,,,
respectively containing the responses of model 1 and
model 2 in their different ranges.
The input- and output batch matrices for training can be formed as follows with these
input-output signals:
9

3
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Pmdi= input batch matrix containing outputsignals of ithmodel
Tmdi= output batch matrix containing inputsignals of ithmodel
N = number of samples in the datasets

In practice, datasets of 600 samples per model are needed to cover enough dynamics in
identification. In addition, the statics must be trained as well to achieve also a good static
response of the network.
Because this already results in large batch matrices, only the inverse dynamics and statics
of two operating points are considered.
After training a neural network with these batches, an inverse dynamic neural network
model is achieved, valid for two (fictional) operating points, within the bandwidth of the
process. Figure 17 shows the result of the identification of the dynamic input values for
input u 1 :
Identification of inverse dynamicsof operating point 1 and 2. input 1
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figure 17: Identification of process dynamic input values in two operating points

An identification error occurs when the network is validated. This can be explained by the
size of the network to be trained: more complex non-linearity’s to be identified result in a
bigger neural network. Therefore more parameters are to be estimated, which results in
poorer convergence. Moreover, the dataset to be trained can contain singularities like zero
transfers, which results in a bad condition in optimisation.
In appendix A.3 this identification is illustrated with some more figures.
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3. Control with inverse models
In the IDNMC scheme, the reference trajectory has to meet some demands:
Firstly, the bandwidth of the reference trajectory may not exceed the bandwidth in which
the identified inverse model is valid, because when exited with frequencies beyond its
bandwidth trained for, the neural network will produce nonsense results.
And sevendy, wher, t5e refereme trajectory is chûsen as a smooth tïmsiiioir between îwo
steady states, the connection of this trajectory to these steady states must ineet the initial
conditions of the process output: for the 6* order transfers as described in figure 19 this
means that all six derivatives must equal zero, otherwise a step on one of these derivatives
will cause an impulse on the calculated input. This results for a smooth transition from O
to 1 in t, seconds in the following conditions:

A polynomial function meeting these conditions will contain frequencies higher than the
maximum allowed frequency due to the network bandwidth. Therefore, the calculated
function has to be filtered at the bandwidth of the network. This will result in a suitable
transition function for the reference trajectory.
A discussion of simulation results of the IDNMC scheme can be found in paragraph 4.3.
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4. Results

4. Results
In this chapter, simulation results of the three control schemes introduced in chapter 3 will
be discussed. The controi scnemes are vaiidated on the following topics:
reference tracking,
compensation of process dynamics and
decoupling of the process outputs.
To achieve the best validation result, a step on one output of the process is demanded with
the other output staying on a constant value.

4.1. Simulation of ISNMC
The following figures show the simulation results with the ISNMC scheme:
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4. Results
Figure 18 and 20 show that a good static reference tracking and static decoupling of the
outputs in both simulated operating points can be achieved with the ISNMC scheme, even
without PI control. Also, excitation with a lstorder smoothed step results in a smooth
response on the output of the process. However, dynamic decoupling is poor, as expected.
Figure 19 2nd 21 show the effect of closing the feedback-loop on the process o u t p t error
with respect to the reference trajectory. This control action speeds op the process
response, but introduces a decrease of performance in decoupling. This can be explained
by the fact that the dynamic response of the process, because of feedforward with an
inverse static model, incorporates a large dynamic error with respect to the reference
trajectory: the lstorder response of the reference trajectory differs a lot from the process
output. This forces the PI-controller to a large dynamic compensation, which results in a
decrease of process dynamics decoupling because this feedback loop also uses the inverse
static model for decoupling.
The difference in response between the two operating points show the non-linearity in
dynamic behaviour between the two. The ISNMC system achieves equal performance in
both cases. The time needed for the system to arrive at its steady state is in both operating
points dependent on the dynamic behaviour of the process in combination with the PI
feedback-loop.
Only a step on the wall-thickness is shown, because the performance results of a desired
step on the tube diameter are almost the same.

4.2. Simulation of IMC
Here only simulation results in the first operating point can be shown, because the IMC
scheme is valid only for one operating point, and I only had the availability of an IMC
simulation with model 1.
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4.Results
Figure 22 and 23 show the responses of the IMC system to a step on respectively the wallthickness and the tube diameter. The responses resemble a 2"d order dynamic behaviour?as
designed for. For the latter the IMC scheme achieves a perfect dynamic decoupling of the
outputs, but for the former this dynamic decoupling is not achieved, and is even worse
thzm in the ISNMC schem. This cm 5e exp!zlsed by the fact that only a static inverse of
the controlled model is used €or this decoupling.
However, in comparison with the ISNMC scheme, less time is needed for the IMC system
to arrive at its steady state. This can be explained by the dynamic behaviour of the two
systems: the dynamic behaviour of the ISNMC system is determined by the PI feedbackloop, and the dynamic behaviour of the M C system is determined by the dynamic
behaviour of the controlled model. The state feedback in the lMC scheme is designed for
dynamic compensation in only one operating point, and the PI feedback in the ISNMC
scheme is designed to compensate for disturbances in two operating points. This results in
a more conservative design for the PI feedback, because this closed-loop system has to
remain stable for a wider variety of disturbances.

4.3. Simulation of IDNMC
The following figures show the simulation results with the IDNMC scheme:
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figure 27.

Here also only a step on the wall-thickness is shown, because the performance results of a
step on the tube diameter are almost the same.
Figure 24 and 26 show that static reference tracking and decoupling are not realised by
feedforward control with the identified inverse dynamic neural network model only. This
can be explained by the identification results shown in appendix A.3. Because it was not
possible to identify a model perfectly covering an inverse static and dynamic dataset yet,
the responses in both operating points differ from the reference trajectory. But in this case
this error contains less dynamics than in the ISNMC-simulation, because of the inverse
dynamic modelling. This results in an increase of performance of the PI controller in the
feedback-loop when this loop is closed, because less compensation for unmodelled
dynamics is needed in comparison with the ISNMC-simulation.
Figure 25 and 27 show the effect of the PI controller on the responses in both operating
points. It can clearly be seen that now the PI controller increases the dynamic decoupling
of the process outputs. However, the time needed for the IDNMC system to reach its
steady state is larger than the time needed for both the IMC and ISNMC systems to reach
their steady state. This is the consequence of the demands needed on the reference
trajectory with respect to the initial conditions, because these demands result in a
reference trajectory which needs considerable length in time to meet these demands:
approximately the first 75 samples are needed to achieve a smooth transition between
steady state and step response. Because of this, the feedforward control of the IDNMC
system has a slow start in comparison with the ISNMC system. And because, as in the
ISNMC system, a fixed PI feedback is used to compensate for unmodelled dynamics in
both operating points, the dynamic compensation for this disturbance is slower than the
IMC system response, as discussed in paragraph 4.2.
It is trivial that when a better inverse dynamic neural network model can be identified, the
performance of the IDNMC scheme will increase.
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5. Conclusions and recommendations
In this report it was shown that a control scheme using a non-linear inverse neural
network model can control a simulated non-iinear process in two operating points.
However, such a control scheme strongly depends on the quality of the inverse model
used, because output errors with respect to a reference trajectory can only be
compensated for to some extend. Because a PI control action is used to compensate for
these unmodelled dynamics in a non-linear system, a conservative design of this PI
controller results to avoid instability in the closed-loop transfer of the system. This makes
the overall dynamic behaviour of the control system slower than the IMC scheme in
reaching a steady state, but the IMC scheme can only be used in one operating point.
Also was shown that inverse dynamic neural model control (DNCM) is more suitable for
control of a MIMO process than inverse static neural model control (ISNMC), because a
better dynamic decoupling of the outputs and better reference trajectory tracking can be
realised. However, demands on the initial conditions of the reference trajectory result in a
slower overall response of the IDNMC system compared to the ISNMC system.
Also, it must be taken into account that simulation of a non-linear process with two
different linear models is something different than a real non-linear process.
Further research is needed to prove if real non-linear inverse process dynamics can be
identified in the way it is done now. Research is needed on the interpolating capacity of
the network models used and validation on a real non-linear process must be performed.
Also, further research is needed on optimisation in training of inverse dynamic neural
models to improve the performance of the IDNMC scheme.
In this report, a PI feedback is used to compensate for unmodelled (non-linear) dynamics.
It can be useful to look for a non-linear controller for this purpose, maybe with use of a
neural network, to improve the performance of this feedback-loop.
It can be concluded that it is not feasible yet to control the quartz-glass tube production
process with this use of neural networks, however the results of this research project will
encourage further research on this subject.
Control with inverse neural network models is only one way to deal with the control
problem of this process. It can be useful to look at other neural network control options.
For example when research on neural network simulation models results in a useful nonlinear simulation model of the process, maybe the original idea to design a dynamic
compensation as in the IMC scheme is applicable.
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Appendix

Appendix
A. 1. What is a neural network?
A neural network consists of neurons and connections between them. This is illustrated in
the following diagram:
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figure a.1 : Neural network

Every neuron incorporates a biased function; for instance a linear or tangential sigmoid
function:
Sigmoid neuronfunction

Linear neuronfunction
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figure a.2: Neuron functions
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Varieties of functions are possible, but we concentrate on these two, because these are the
most commonly used neuron functions for dynamic modelling.
The output of every neuron is the outcome of the biased function of the input value:

a = output of neuron
p = input value
b = bias
f = neuron function
A neural network consists of several 'layers' of one or more neurons. The neurons of two
consecutive layers are all connected with each other via weights: the input of a neuron in
the second layer is the sum of weighted outputs of all the neurons in the first layer:

Al

Appendix

p 2 j = input of jthneuron in second layer

wi = weight of output of i" neuron in first layer

aIi= output of i" neuron in first layer
In matrix description the output of a two layer network can be written as:

P = input matrix of first layer
W; = weight matrix of first layer
BI = bias vector of first layer
fi = neuron function of first layer
Al = output matrix of first layer
W, = weight matrix of second layer
B2 = bias vector of second layer
f, = neuron function of second layer
4 = output matrix of second layer
For dynamic modelling, the input-output relation of a dynamic system has to be trained in
the network.
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A.2. Identification results inverse static NN model
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figure a.4.

figure a.3.

Figure a.3 and a.4 respectively show the range of static values from output 1 and 2 (wallthickness and tube diameter) as result of static gain calculations on model I and 2 within
the chosen input ranges. The reason why so many static combinations are used is that in
this way the nonlinear network is forced to fit two separate linear model statics by
interpolating between these values. This because in simulation the linear models are used
to simulate the process in the two considered fictional operating points.
Idenlificationof input 1. operating point 1 and 2

Identificanon of input 2. operatrng point 1 and 2
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figure a.5.

Figure a.5 and a.6 show that with a nonlinear network the inverse statics of two
nonlinearly different linear models can be identified. This network is only valid for static
reference values within the outputranges shown in figure a.3 and a.4.
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A.3. Identification results inverse dynamic NN model
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figure a.7.

Figure a.7 and a.8 show the static values and dyamic responses of respectively output 1
and output 2, as result of static gain calculation and dynamic exitation of model 1 and
model 2 within the chosen input ranges.
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figure a.9.
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Identificationd inverse dynamics of operating point 1 and 2. input 2

Identification of inverse dynamics of operating poim 1 and 2. input 1
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Figure a.9, a. 10, a.11 and a.12 show that with a nonlinear network the combined statics
and dynamics of two nonlinearly different linear models can be identified, however a small
identification error remains due to limited convergence in training with such large datasets.

Also, this network only is valid for reference trajectories within the output ranges shown
in figure a.7 and a.8.
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